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Abstract: In this work, we explore the performance of supervised stance classification methods
for social media texts in under-resourced languages and using limited amounts of labeled data. In
particular, we focus specifically on the possibilities and limitations of the application of classic machine
learning versus deep learning in social sciences. To achieve this goal, we use a training dataset of
5.7K messages posted on Flashback Forum, a Swedish discussion platform, further supplemented
with the previously published ABSAbank-Imm annotated dataset, and evaluate the performance of
various model parameters and configurations to achieve the best training results given the character
of the data. Our experiments indicate that classic machine learning models achieve results that are on
par or even outperform those of neural networks and, thus, could be given priority when considering
machine learning approaches for similar knowledge domains, tasks, and data. At the same time,
the modern pre-trained language models provide useful and convenient pipelines for obtaining
vectorized data representations that can be combined with classic machine learning algorithms. We
discuss the implications of their use in such scenarios and outline the directions for further research.

Keywords: text mining; machine learning; deep learning; neural networks; stance classification;
computational social science; social media; supervised learning; sentiment classification; Swedish
language data

1. Introduction

Sentiment analysis and opinion mining [1] as text classification tasks have been an
object of growing interest in sociology and social sciences due to their applicability in a
wide range of analytical tasks, not to mention a growing researchers’ interest in social media
that provide rich data on users’ behavior on the Internet. In social sciences and media
studies, for instance, sentiment analysis and opinion mining tasks have been covered in
the studies of political orientations and party support [2,3], public attitudes, and opinions
on socially relevant issues [4–6], or extremism in online contexts [7]. Likewise, supervised
classification methods have been used in social sciences for such topics as the detection of
social media users’ political orientations [8], identification of violent versus peaceful forms
of protest [9], and measurement of cultural change [10]. Thus, the recent developments in
computer science and machine learning present growing opportunities to perform this kind
of task and allow improving the analytical toolbox traditionally used in social sciences.

In this study, we use a manually labeled dataset originating from Flashback Forum,
a Swedish-language online platform that connects users discussing various topics, and,
in particular, Swedish immigration and integration policies. The studies of users’ behavior
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and discussion content on the forum have previously been documented by [11–13] and
pointed at oftentimes racist and migrant-critical perspectives on the immigration topic
used by its users [13]. To our knowledge, very few previous works [14] used supervised
classification of users’ sentiments or stances on this forum, although such an analysis would
complement the existing knowledge on anti-immigrant media platforms and activism in
Sweden, and especially given social scientists’ growing interest in this area. A difficulty
lies in the absence of sufficient labeled data, as well as in its imbalanced character. Given
these constraints, this work provides a contribution by applying machine learning (ML)
methodology to real-world textual data in Swedish, as well as providing some guidance
for social researchers interested in using machine learning on the pathways to achieve the
best model performance given the constraints of real-world social media data in under-
resourced languages, for example, for the issues of analysis of hate speech [15,16] or other
types of abusive language [17,18]. Finally, the data labeled with the help of the model can
be used in studies on users’ polarisation, attitudes to immigration, and communication
patterns on social media.

Summing up the above-mentioned, our goal with this paper is to demonstrate and
evaluate our approach to supervised stance classification on the Flashback data using
sparse and imbalanced manually labeled training data from social media in Swedish, which
in itself can be described as an under-resourced language in comparison with, for instance,
English. We compare the performance of several classic machine learning algorithms,
artificial neural network architectures, and pre-trained modern language models and
discuss possible solutions that allow achieving the highest classification performance
given the character of the training data. Finally, we discuss concerns and opportunities
for the use of supervised learning methods in sociology and social sciences, in general.
Thus, the results of this work could be relevant for social scientists working on right-wing
activism and discourses in social media, as well as for computer scientists working with
social media data.

Please note: this article is an extended version of our workshop paper [19]1. This
version includes further experiments (the third and fourth groups), qualitative evaluation
of the results, further discussion, and additional materials (figures and tables).

2. Related Work
2.1. Data-Related Concerns for Text Mining Tasks

Advances in research and industrial applications of computational linguistics over the
past decades have led to a variety of approaches and algorithms developed for the tasks
of retrieval, processing, and generation of text data. One of the important developments
in this regard is the involvement of statistical machine learning (ML) approaches [20,21]
in contrast (or in addition) to traditional natural language processing (NLP) approaches,
which often rely on custom manually engineered processing steps, rules, and features. The
ML paradigm, instead, typically focuses on reducing the given problem to one of the typical
ML tasks, such as classification or clustering, which can be achieved by transforming the in-
put text data into a suitable representation, for instance, numerical vectors. Research on this
topic has led to the invention of distributional and eventually distributed representations [22]
such as word embeddings [23,24] and even sentences and document embeddings [25]. Artifi-
cial neural networks and deep networks, in particular, have been actively used for learning
such representations and/or eventually for the respective “downstream” tasks such as text
classification [26–29].

However, a typical supervised ML approach has a critical requirement of labeled
training data of sufficient volume and quality. Deep learning approaches, in particular, can
benefit from large training datasets to generalize well and adequately process unseen data
when deployed. Collection, curation, annotation, and quality control of such labeled data
are all time- and resource-intensive tasks. The proposed strategies for these issues include
among others, crowdsourcing [30], active learning [31], distant/weak supervision [32,33],
and transfer learning [34] involving existing pre-trained models, e.g., the state-of-the-art
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BERT models [35]. All these strategies have their advantages and disadvantages, and we
discuss some of them in the following in the context of our more specific task.

2.2. Sentiment and Stance Analysis

In the past decade, the evolution of technology and computational methods for the
analysis of large-scale textual data has led to the development of a range of supervised
and unsupervised approaches to text classification [36]. The latter, most often represented
by lexicon-based approaches such as VADER [37] or TextBlob [38], have been praised for
their relative simplicity and fast speed. However, due to the rather moderate classification
accuracy, the preference is often given to supervised and ML-based approaches that can be
characterized by higher training time and complexity, but also higher performance [39].
The popularity of supervised approaches has also been stimulated by the introduction of
deep learning methods that have been shown to achieve almost error-free classification
results [40].

The classification task of interest for the present work is to detect and categorize
subjectivity in the given text data, e.g., a sentence, paragraph, or complete document. Al-
though a variety of related and overlapping problems have been studied in traditional and
computational linguistics in various terms, we can specifically mention sentiment analysis or
classification [1,41], which is generally defined as the task of categorizing input text data as
negative, neutral, or positive with regard to its emotional tone (polarity or valence). There exist
many variations in the scope, expected output, and proposed computational approaches for
this task. One task closely related to sentiment analysis is stance analysis/classification, which
is often defined as the problem of deciding whether a person is in favor or against a given
target (topic, entity, etc.) of interest [42]. The definition and operationalization of the con-
cept of stance can be much broader, as it can involve further aspects of (inter-)subjectivity
beyond agreement/disagreement and sentiment/emotions, for instance, uncertainty or rude-
ness [43,44]; however, we do not follow this broader definition in this work and focus on
stance as sentiment/attitude expressed towards a specific topic.

Regarding the general quality and precision of existing supervised and unsupervised
tools for sentiment analysis, quite naturally, supervised machine learning approaches have
been found to outperform lexicon-based algorithms [45]. Among traditional machine
learning methods, support vector machine (SVM) classifiers have often been found to
perform best in text classification tasks [46]. More recent deep learning methods have
been found to outperform traditional machine learning methods [47,48]. For instance,
Lai et al. [49] have demonstrated impressive results for various text classification tasks,
including sentiment classification, by combining recurrent (RNN) and convolutional neural
network (CNN) architectures, and Chen and Ku [50] have applied a CNN for stance
classification of social media data with up to 84% accuracy on online debate forum data
in English. In the work of Karakus et al. [40], the use of pre-trained word embeddings
together with CNN and long-short-term memory (LSTM) layers in a deep learning model
was reported to achieve accuracy as high as 98%. Nevertheless, as demonstrated by
Joulin et al. with fastText [51], simpler linear models can compete with deep learning
approaches if they are used with the right features. Furthermore, deep learning models
may not be available in all scenarios or could pose risks related to biases and miscalibration,
for instance [52–54].

In relation to the previous statement, the choice of particular methods (such as for in-
stance, traditional machine learning versus deep learning) has been found to play only a
partial role in the final classification accuracy, while the nature of the data has been found
to be a more determinant factor for model performance [55] (similar conclusions about the
importance of data over model were reached, for example, by the prior work on the related
task of hate speech detection [56]). Although the classification accuracy can reach 95% in
state-of-the-art work, real-world classification problems, especially in cases with sparse
annotated textual data, present certain methodological challenges and, thus, do not allow
achieving the same performance. In particular, classification problems with three or more
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classes, imbalanced datasets, and data coming from social networks have been named as
factors that negatively influence the classifiers’ performance [55]. Data sparsity and short
document length have also been named as challenges for the successful sentiment analysis
of social media data [57].

Another challenge related to sentiment classification tasks is the size and quality of
annotated data. In particular, supervised methods for text classification require thousands
or, preferably, tens of thousands of annotated documents to build classifiers that can
successfully distinguish between the document categories. Outsourcing the annotation task
to annotators on various platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk has been a popular
solution; however, it has been shown that non-expert annotators cannot provide the same
quality as professionals [30]. Another constraint in relation to the annotation task is the
ambiguity of the social media messages, which causes substantial disagreement between
human annotators and makes labeling even more problematic [58].

Indeed, while the recent results for sentiment analysis of English texts are impressive,
they are not perfect and they also tend to rely on certain assumptions, such as for instance,
text genres. The results from SemEval-2017, for example, demonstrate the difficulty of
reaching high performance with real-world data, especially in the case of the newer and
smaller datasets used [59]. In another work from 2017, that is concerned with texts in
German, the benchmark solutions showed F1 scores between 0.44 and 0.65 for a three-
class sentiment classification problem for the test data [60]. The application of supervised
learning to languages beyond English, namely Greek (F1 score 0.77–0.80 for three-class
data) [61], Russian (F1 score of 0.72 for five-class classification) [62], and Czech (F1 score of
0.69 for three-class data) [63], has also shown similar results. The importance of creating
language resources and models for other languages—or developing multilingual models
with comparable performance—is, thus, evident (for instance, Schmidt and Wiegand
discuss this as an important challenge for the related task of hate speech detection [16]).
The existing sentiment classification approaches for Swedish texts are discussed next.

2.3. Sentiment Analysis Approaches for Swedish Text Data

Sentiment classification in under-resourced languages presents further methodological
challenges, often due to the limited availability of unsupervised classification tools and the
absence of labeled training data or large text corpora, which makes users give preference to
the approaches that can be created from scratch.

For the Swedish language, in particular, a review of language resources and natural
language processing tools was carried out by Elenius et al. [64] some time ago. Some
particular resources and studies for Swedish text data include the Talbanken05 Swedish tree-
bank with phrase structure and dependency annotations by Nivre et al. [65]; dependency
parsing for Swedish text by Øvrelid and Nivre [66]; Stagger, the part-of-speech tagger for
Swedish by Östling [67]; named entity recognition in short text messages in Swedish by
Ek et al. [68] or Swedish clinical texts by Skeppstedt et al. [69]. To address data availability
and multilingual support issues (including Nordic languages such as Swedish and Finnish),
Lundberg et al. [70] have even foregone the involvement of text data as input for their
classification of bots on Twitter.

With respect to resources and models directly applicable to sentiment and stance anal-
ysis of Swedish texts, a few lexicons, such as SenSALDO [71], or more complex algorithms,
such as VADER [37] and the more recent BERT [35,72] model (as well as the version of
Sentence-BERT [73,74] for Swedish [75]) have become available in recent years. The applica-
tion of unsupervised sentiment analysis methods to Swedish textual data has been demon-
strated, for instance, by several social scientists [3,76]. Furthermore, the prior work on the
ABSAbank-Imm annotated corpus and the respective analyses by Rouces et al. [14,77,78] are
very relevant and useful for our work.

Although there are considerably fewer studies on classification performance for texts
in Swedish, the existing evidence suggests that existing models tend to achieve accuracy
scores in the range of 70–80%. For instance, in a study of hate detection with universal
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language models, an application of the LMFit model allowed achieving classification
performance of 79% on flashback data [79]. Borg and Boldt [80] used an SVM classifier
in conjunction with the VADER sentiment lexicon to perform the classification of e-mails
in Swedish. Their results demonstrate accuracy scores in the range of 82–85% [80]. The
highest classification results (accuracy 0.96) have been reported by Fernquist et al. [81], who
used ML for the identification of tweets posted by bots. However, it seems that Swedish
social research, in general, and sociology, in particular, have not yet fully exploited the
possibilities of NLP and ML for the application of text data in Swedish. Thus, in this work,
we aim to address both issues of the training data quality and the performance of models
built with the help of such data, and provide a reflection on the use of ML for the Swedish
social media data.

3. Methods
3.1. Datasets and Tasks

An overview of the data sources, annotation process, and resulting labeled data for
our work is provided in Figure 1.

Flashback
Forum

ABSAbank-Imm
Corpus

AnnotatorUnlabeled
Dataset

off-topic: 1458, negative: 3050,
neutral: 872, positive: 321

Total: 5701 entries

Cohen’s kappa: 0.69
for 200 sample 

annotations

negative: 1603,
neutral: 2274, positive: 953

Total: 4830 entries

Labeled Data
(1..5)

Four-Class Data*
(off–neg–neu–pos)

Labeled Data
(neg–neu–pos)

Four-Class Data
(off–neg–neu–pos)

Three-Class Data
(off–neg–non-neg)

Two-Class Data
(neg–non-neg)

off-topic: 1458, negative: 4653,
neutral: 3146, positive: 1274

Total: 10531 entries

off-topic: 1458, negative: 4653,
non-negative: 4420
Total: 10531 entries

negative: 4653,
non-negative: 4420
Total: 9073 entries

Figure 1. An overview of the data used in this work. The initial dataset consists of forum data
labeled by one annotator (one of the authors of this work) at the document/message level with one
of four class labels (i.e., a single label for a document potentially consisting of several paragraphs
and sentences)—see “Four-Class Data*” in the figure. To increase the amount of training and test
data for our stance classification models, the data was augmented with a transformed subset of the
ABSAbank-Imm corpus labeled at the paragraph level (i.e., a single label for a paragraph from some
message, which might potentially consist of several sentences). Afterward, we transformed the four-
class dataset into three classes by merging a pair of categories, and finally filtering another category,
arriving at a two-class dataset. ©2021 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from 2021 Swedish Workshop on
Data Science (SweDS). V. Yantseva and K. Kucher. Machine Learning for Social Sciences: Stance Classification
of User Messages on a Migrant-Critical Discussion Forum. doi:10.1109/SweDS53855.2021.9637718.

The data used in this study come from Flashback Forum, a Swedish online discussion
platform, and, in particular, from its “Integration and Immigration” section dedicated
to the discussion of various aspects of Swedish immigration policies. A total of 1.3 M
messages dated 2012–2019 were collected in January 2020 using the rvest package in the
R programming language [82], and a random sample of 5701 messages were manually
labeled by one of the authors. The documents were initially coded as belonging to one of
the four categories: off-topic, negative, neutral, and positive. Intra-rater reliability of labeling
was evaluated using a test dataset of 200 messages (Cohen’s kappa = 0.69) in a fashion
similar to inter-rater reliability testing [83].

In this work, our aim was to perform a stance rather than sentiment classification of
user messages. Previous research has suggested that sentiment represents the general
tonality of the messages and emotions expressed [42]. Stance, on the other hand, reflects
the attitude of an author towards a specific target and its approval or disapproval [42].
Since most discussions on the forum are concerned with immigration as the main topic,
our goal was to perform stance classification of the forum messages in such a way that
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would allow distinguishing between users’ attitudes to immigration and corresponding
policies in Sweden rather than identifying general tonality of the messages, as it is usually
done in sentiment analysis. Therefore, the messages that were not directly related to the
immigration issue were coded as off-topic.

To compensate for data imbalance in our dataset (since positive messages com-
prise only 5% of the data), we have also tested our models for three-class data (off-
topic/negative/non-negative, with the latter category being formed by merging neutral and
positive). Finally, we evaluated the models’ performance for the two-class (negative/non-
negative; off-topic items ignored) classification problem. Since previous research has demon-
strated that Flashback can be described as a right-wing communication platform, we have
been primarily interested in distinguishing between those who hold migrant-critical versus
non-critical views, which underpinned our decision to merge neutral and positive messages
into one category.

Another way to compensate for data imbalance was to supplement it with a paragraph-
level annotated set of 852 documents (4872 paragraphs) from the same forum provided
as part of the ABSAbank-Imm corpus [77]. Since that dataset included labels on the scale
between 1 (very negative) and 5 (very positive), they were recoded for them to correspond
to the three categories in our main dataset (1–2: negative; 3: neutral; 4–5: positive). SMOTE
resampling [84] was another alternative for class imbalance compensation.

3.2. Processing Pipeline

An overview of the feature engineering and text classification approaches used in our
work, resulting in four groups of experiments, is provided in Figure 2.

Four-Class Data*
(off–neg–neu–pos)

Four-Class Data
(off–neg–neu–pos)

Three-Class Data
(off–neg–non-neg)

Two-Class Data
(neg–non-neg)

First Group of Experiments Second Group of Experiments Third Group of Experiments Fourth Group of Experiments

Preprocessing (+ SMOTE)

TF-IDF + SVD

RF

Preprocessing + SMOTE

TF-IDF + SVD

RF, SVM, Logit, XGBoost…

Preprocessing + SMOTE

TF-IDF + SVD

RF

Preprocessing + SMOTE

TF-IDF + SVD

RF

LASER

MLP, SVM

LASER

MLP, SVM

LASER

MLP, SVM

LASER

Four ANN architectures

LASER

Four ANN architectures

LASER

Four ANN architectures

DistilUSE, SBERT

MLP, SVM / Fine-tuned SBERT

Figure 2. An overview of the feature engineering and text classification approaches used in this work
(see the description of the data sets in Figure 1). Our first group of experiments included custom
preprocessing, data augmentation, and feature engineering techniques combined with classic machine
learning algorithms for text classification. The second group of experiments relied on the embeddings
produced by the LASER model as features combined with several classic classification algorithms.
The third group of experiments replaced the classification algorithms with several artificial neural
network architectures while still relying on LASER embeddings as input features. Finally, the fourth
group of experiments included other modern models for producing embedding features (combined
with several classification algorithms) as well as a fine-tuned end-to-end modern model.

Our first group of experiments involved traditional machine learning methods for
stance classification. The documents were pre-processed using a standard pre-processing
pipeline: we removed URLs, numbers, punctuation, and stop words from the dataset;
stemmed the tokens and added bigrams; applied tf-idf weighting and performed singular
value decomposition (SVD) to create a dense vector representation of the corpus [20,21].
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The dataset was randomly split into training (70%) and test sets (30%). Subsequently, we
evaluated a range of traditional algorithms used in the classification tasks, in particular,
random forest (RF), support vector machines (SVM), logistic regression (Logit), extreme
gradient boosting (XGBoost) and adaptive boosting (AdaBoost). All analyses were performed
with the help of several Python packages, in particular, NLTK (stemming) [85], imbalanced-
learn (SMOTE resampling) [84], scikit-learn (machine learning) [86], and xgboost (the XGBoost
algorithm) [87].

For the second group of experiments, we used a different pipeline with the features
produced by Facebook’s Language-Agnostic SEntence Representations (LASER) model [88].
LASER uses a neural network architecture to produce a distributed representation of the
sentences or documents in the corpus. It is a language-agnostic model that includes support
for more than 90 languages, including Swedish, which underpinned our choice of this
model. Several algorithms from scikit-learn were used to train and test the respective
models, with a focus on SVM and multilayer perceptrons (MLP) with several hidden
layers. This choice of algorithms was motivated by their feasibility for relatively small text
datasets, roughly similar computational time and resource requirements, and practicality
of the classification pipelines, with the latter being a definite strength when it comes to the
applicability of machine learning in the social sciences.

In the third group of experiments, we tested several neural network architectures:

• a network with three dense layers;
• a network with two long short-term memory layers (LSTM) [29] layers and one dense

layer;
• a network with one 1D convolution layer (Conv1D) [29] layer and one dense layer; and
• a network with one LSTM, one Conv1D, and one dense layer.

The same features produced by the LASER model were used in this step for model
training to check whether the utilization of artificial neural network architectures would
help to beat the results of the best-performing ML model for classification purposes. Net-
work training was performed in TensorFlow [89]. As in the previous case, the dataset was
split into training (70%) and test (30%) data.

In the fourth group of experiments, we considered other modern language models
available for Swedish text data and focused on the two-class problem, considering the
results from previous experiments. Here, we relied on the multilingual DistilUSE [90] model
(namely, sentence-transformers/distiluse-base-multilingual-cased-v2) and the Swedish Sentence-
BERT [75] model (namely, KBLab/sentence-bert-swedish-cased) to produce embedding vectors
(length 512 and 768, respectively). These vectors were used together with the SVM and
MLP classification algorithms based on their performance in the second group of our
experiments. We have also conducted fine-tuning [28,29] of the pretrained Swedish Sentence-
BERT model [75] for our downstream stance classification task using the PyTorch [91] and
Huggingface Transformers [92] libraries. The dataset was split into training (70%) and test
(30%) data for these experiments in the same way as above.

Finally, we supplemented our experiments with a qualitative evaluation of the model
output. As an example, we took labels for ABSAbank-Imm corpus [77] produced by the
MLP algorithm with LASER features for two-class data and evaluated cases with high-
class probability and label coherence with ground truth, as well as cases with mixed class
membership and incoherent labels.

4. Results
4.1. Training Classic Machine Learning Models

In the first and second sets of experiments, we manipulated a range of model con-
figurations to identify those achieving the best classification performance, in particular:
the number of classes; classification algorithm; type of feature-vector representation; and
methods to compensate for class imbalance. We report macro-averaged results as they favor
minority classes for imbalanced data classification [93,94], but also list the F1 score [95]
results for the majority class for reference in Table 1.
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Table 1. Model Parameters and Results—First and Second Groups of Experiments.

Classification Model
Accuracy,
Training

(CV)

F1,
Training

(CV)

Accuracy,
Test Data

Precision,
Test Data

Recall,
Test Data

F1,
Test Data

F1,
Test Data,
Negative

Four classes∗, SVD,
no resampling, RF 0.60 0.31 0.61 0.75 0.33 0.31 0.74

Four classes∗, SVD,
SMOTE resampling, RF 0.86 0.86 0.59 0.42 0.37 0.38 0.73

Four classes, SVD,
SMOTE resampling, ADABoost 0.55 0.55 0.42 0.41 0.43 0.40 0.51

Four classes, SVD,
SMOTE resampling, XGBoost 0.85 0.85 0.51 0.46 0.44 0.44 0.63

Four classes, SVD,
SMOTE resampling, Logit 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.46 0.49 0.46 0.61

Four classes, SVD,
SMOTE resampling, SVM 0.74 0.74 0.51 0.47 0.49 0.47 0.62

Four classes, SVD,
SMOTE resampling, RF 0.86 0.86 0.54 0.49 0.46 0.47 0.64

Four classes, LASER,
MLP 0.59 0.52 0.61 0.59 0.53 0.54 0.70

Four classes, LASER,
SVM 0.57 0.55 0.58 0.55 0.59 0.56 0.65

Three classes, SVD,
SMOTE resampling, RF 0.70 0.69 0.61 0.59 0.57 0.57 0.63

Three classes, LASER,
MLP 0.66 0.64 0.67 0.68 0.64 0.66 0.68

Three classes, LASER,
SVM 0.66 0.65 0.67 0.65 0.70 0.66 0.67

Two classes, SVD,
SMOTE resampling, RF 0.70 0.70 0.67 0.68 0.66 0.66 0.72

Two classes, LASER,
MLP 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.73

Two classes, LASER,
SVM 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.73

Note: The baseline models listed in the first two rows were trained with a smaller dataset annotated by one
of the authors, and other models were trained with larger datasets merged with ABSAbank-Imm paragraph-
level annotated data (see Figure 1). The models were trained with 70% of the labeled data for the respective
problems (four classes: off-topic/negative/neutral/positive; three classes: off-topic/negative/non-negative; two classes:
negative/non-negative). The macro averaged accuracy and F1 score results for the training data are based on
average outcomes of a 5-fold cross-validation. Macro averaged results are listed for precision, recall, and F1
score values for the test data (the held-out 30% of the labeled data for the respective problems). The last column
provides the F1 score results for the majority class (negative) on the test data. The best scores for each column for
each respective problem and data are marked in bold. ©2021 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from 2021 Swedish
Workshop on Data Science (SweDS). V. Yantseva and K. Kucher. Machine Learning for Social Sciences: Stance Classification
of User Messages on a Migrant-Critical Discussion Forum. doi:10.1109/SweDS53855.2021.9637718.

Reducing the number of classes. We tested a range of solutions with four (off-topic,
negative, neutral, and positive), three (off-topic, negative, and non-negative) and two (negative
and non-negative) classes. As follows from Table 1, reducing the number of classes appears
to be an effective strategy to achieve a higher model performance for this task. A two-
class problem compared to a four-class problem, for instance, allowed boosting model
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performance by almost 20% (F1 macro score of 0.47 versus 0.66, respectively). The downside
of this approach, of course, is a need to train two separate classifiers: one to distinguish
between off-topic and on-topic messages, and another one to identify their stances.

Compensating for class imbalance. To mitigate the effects of class imbalance, we applied
SMOTE resampling to upsample observations in minority classes, which helped to raise
the F1 macro score from 0.31 to 0.38 and, as expected, was more effective than traditional
upsampling of minority classes. Adding data with paragraph labels from the ABSAbank-
Imm corpus also resulted in considerable improvements (F1 macro score of 0.47 vs. 0.38
with the same RF algorithm).

Choosing the best classification algorithm. RF and SVM appeared to be the most effective
alternatives among the first group of models (F1 macro scores of 0.47 for both algorithms
and a four-class classification problem). RF seems to provide better precision (0.49 versus
0.47), while SVM is better at achieving greater recall (0.49 versus 0.46). RF and SVM were
followed by Logit (F1 macro 0.46), XGBoost (F1 macro 0.44) and, finally, ADABoost (F1
macro 0.40). Further, we performed a grid search to find optimal RF classifier hyper-
parameters; however, using optimal hyper-parameters did not affect the final outcome. For
the second group of models that used LASER embeddings, MLP allowed us to increase the
macro-F1 score to 0.54 compared to a score of 0.47 for an RF classifier. However, the SVM
classifier provided even better performance for four-class and two-class problems (F1 macro
scores of 0.56 and 0.72, respectively), while being tied with MLP for the three-class problem
(F1 macro score of 0.66).

Manipulating model features. For the first group of our models, we applied traditional
text preprocessing and singular value decomposition to obtain feature vectors that were
used for subsequent training (50 dimensions; we also tested other dimensionalities; how-
ever, this did not improve the performance). In the second stage, instead of preprocessing
and SVD, we used vectors (1024 dimensions) obtained with the help of a pre-trained LASER
model. The two-class SVM model with LASER embeddings yielded an F1 macro score of
0.72, which was the best solution tested in this stage of our experiments. Table 2 provides
further details on the best models.

Table 2. Detailed Test Data Results for the Best-Performing Models in the Second Group of Experiments.

Model/Class Precision Recall F1 Support

LASER, SVM, off-topic 0.52 0.80 0.63 438

LASER, SVM, negative 0.73 0.58 0.65 1396

LASER, SVM, neutral 0.55 0.55 0.55 944

LASER, SVM, positive 0.39 0.45 0.42 382

LASER, MLP, off-topic 0.70 0.56 0.62 438

LASER, MLP, negative 0.64 0.73 0.68 1396

LASER, MLP, non-negative 0.69 0.64 0.66 1326

LASER, SVM, off-topic 0.53 0.79 0.63 438

LASER, SVM, negative 0.71 0.63 0.67 1396

LASER, SVM, non-negative 0.70 0.67 0.68 1326

LASER, SVM, negative 0.73 0.72 0.73 1396

LASER, SVM, non-negative 0.71 0.72 0.71 1326
Note: The results are listed for the test data (the held-out 30% of the labeled data for the respective problems). The
last column provides details about the number of test data items with the respective label for each case. ©2021
IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from 2021 Swedish Workshop on Data Science (SweDS). V. Yantseva and K. Kucher.
Machine Learning for Social Sciences: Stance Classification of User Messages on a Migrant-Critical Discussion Forum.
doi:10.1109/SweDS53855.2021.9637718.
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4.2. Training Neural Network Models

In our third set of experiments, we tested the performance of several neural network
architectures (dense layers only, LSTM and dense layers, Conv1D and dense layers, as well
as a combination of the three) [29] on four-, three-, and two-class training data. Just as in
the second group of experiments, we used 1024 features generated by the LASER model to
check whether neural networks would be able to beat the results of the best performing
SVM model (cf. Table 1). In this step, we also tried to manipulate a range of model
parameters, such as the number of neurons in each of the layers, the activation function
used, and dropout rates. However, none of these measures helped to significantly improve
final classification results.

The main takeaway from our tests is that the reduction of class number by one allows
boosting the final model’s accuracy on test data by roughly 6%, while the choice of actual
layer types seems to play a secondary role in model performance. As presented in Table 3,
the best-performing model is the one with a combination of dense 1D and 1D convolution
layers, which typically provides the highest accuracy and the lowest loss. However, it
performs only marginally better than networks with other layer combinations (1–2% in
model accuracy in test data). This network is followed by one with all three types of layers
(dense, Conv1D, and LSTM). Quite expectedly, a network with three dense layers is the
least successful in our task—while the final accuracy is not that much different from other
networks, it seems to overfit the data and provides the highest loss on the test data.

Table 3. Model Parameters and Results—Third Group of Experiments.

Classification Model Accuracy,
Training

Loss,
Training

Accuracy,
Test Data

Loss,
Test Data

Four classes, LASER,
three dense layers 0.85 0.40 0.58 1.60

Four classes, LASER,
LSTM and dense layers 0.74 0.67 0.58 1.14

Four classes, LASER,
Conv1D and dense layers 0.67 0.81 0.58 0.99

Four classes, LASER,
Covd1D, LSTM, and dense layers 0.70 0.75 0.58 1.12

Three classes, LASER,
three dense layers 0.90 0.24 0.64 1.48

Three classes, LASER,
LSTM and dense layers 0.80 0.48 0.65 0.98

Three classes, LASER,
Conv1D and dense layers 0.76 0.55 0.66 0.76

Three classes, LASER,
Conv1D, LSTM, and dense layers 0.69 0.67 0.66 0.72

Two classes, LASER,
three dense layers 0.90 0.23 0.70 1.02

Two classes, LASER,
LSTM and dense layers 0.82 0.37 0.70 0.69

Two classes, LASER,
Conv1D and dense layers 0.80 0.43 0.72 0.57

Two classes, LASER,
Conv1D, LSTM, and dense layers 0.82 0.40 0.71 0.63

Note: The models were trained with 70% of the labeled data for the respective problems (four classes: off-
topic/negative/neutral/positive; three classes: off-topic/negative/non-negative; two classes: negative/non-negative).
The accuracy and loss results are listed for the training data as well as the test data (the held-out 30% of the
labeled data for the respective problems). The best scores for each column for each respective problem and data
are marked in bold.
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The most important observation, however, is that neural networks used as classifiers
do not perform better than the classic machine learning models for our type and scale
of data—rather, both approaches were able to classify slightly more than two-thirds of
messages correctly in the test data. The most obvious explanation for this conclusion is,
of course, the size of training data available: the results for a scenario with massive training
data, e.g., large collections of texts in English, could probably have been more favorable for
deep neural network models when training classifiers from scratch.

4.3. Making Use of Modern Language Models

Given the results from the previous groups of experiments above, we considered
alternative approaches to search for better stance classification results, at least for the two-
class problem. While the 1024-dimensional LASER embedding vectors were used as input
features in the second and third groups of experiments, we modified this part of our data
processing pipeline and computed 512-dimensional DistilUSE [90] vectors as well as 768-
dimensional Sentence-BERT [73–75] vectors for our input texts in Swedish. We combined
these two feature sets with the SVM and MLP algorithms (which demonstrated the best
results in the second group of our experiments, cf. Table 1), resulting in four models.

As demonstrated in Table 4, these models perform similarly or even better than the
best models described above, with the SVM classifier using Sentence-BERT embeddings
achieving the value of 0.76 in several performance metrics on the test data (as well as the
F1 score of 0.77 for the majority negative class). Given the availability of the respective
Sentence-BERT model for Swedish text data [75], such a pipeline provides a viable option
for this and further application scenarios.

Table 4. Model Parameters and Results—Fourth Group of Experiments.

Classification Model
Accuracy,
Training

(CV)

F1,
Training

(CV)

Accuracy,
Test Data

Precision,
Test Data

Recall,
Test Data

F1,
Test Data

F1,
Test Data,
Negative

Two classes, DistilUSE,
MLP 0.71 0.71 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.71

Two classes, DistilUSE,
SVM 0.73 0.73 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.73

Two classes, Sentence-BERT,
MLP 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72

Two classes, Sentence-BERT,
SVM 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.77

Two classes, Sentence-BERT,
fine-tuning - - 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76

Note: The models were trained with 70% of the labeled data for the respective problems (two classes: negative/non-
negative). The macro averaged accuracy and F1 score results for the training data are based on average outcomes
of a 5-fold cross-validation (results not provided for the fine-tuned Sentence-BERT model due to the extensive
training time necessary). Macro averaged results are listed for precision, recall, and F1 score values for the test
data (the held-out 30% of the labeled data for the respective problems). The last column provides the F1 score
results for the majority class (negative) on the test data. The best scores for each column for each respective problem
and data are marked in bold.

Finally, we considered an end-to-end approach that would see the pre-trained Swedish
Sentence-BERT model fine-tuned [28,29] for our two-class stance classification task, i.e., the
model would take the text messages as input and produce classification results for the
respective classes at the output layer of the underlying neural network. We ran the fine-
tuning process for 3 epochs and evaluated the model with the test data, resulting in the
performance metric values approximately the same as the Sentence-BERT + SVM combina-
tion discussed above. Further experiments with different hyperparameters (including the
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learning rate, etc.) could potentially lead to even better results; however, there is another
concern that we should mention: the experiments in this group were run on a physical
machine (Apple Studio M1 Max, 8 + 2 CPU cores, 24 GPU cores, 32 GB of unified memory,
macOS Monterey), and the time necessary for Sentence-BERT fine-tuning was significantly
longer than the classic ML model training (198 minutes compared to approximately 25 s
for the SVM, provided the pre-computed 768-dimensional vectors). Particular time and
memory concerns might be resolved in the future with better optimization of the ML/DL
libraries for particular software and hardware platforms (as well as cloud-based solutions);
however, such practicalities (beyond the model performance on its own) are still part of the
considerations in applied scenarios, including the workflows of social science researchers.

4.4. Qualitative Assessment of the Classification Results

In this work, we are not only concerned with identifying the best-achieving model
for our task, but also with the subsequent possibility to qualitatively assess the results
and label assignment. The reason is that social scientists are often interested in identifying
patterns and the reasons for particular label assignments, rather than simply using the
results as they are.

Please note: we have not included any particular message excerpts below to protect
users’ privacy and integrity.

To assess the results of the label assignment qualitatively, we used the best performing
MLP model for two-class data (negative/non-negative; cf. Table 1) to generate labels for
the annotated ABSAbank-Imm corpus [77] (paragraph level annotations, recoded ground
truth labels for negative/neutral/positive classes, see Section 3.1). The MLP model was
applied here instead of SVM, since it directly provides us with probability estimates for
the respective classes, i.e., it provides estimates of classification decision confidence for
particular text instances. Our close reading of several documents allows suggesting that the
model captures well the overall difference between negative and non-negative documents
or sentences. We conclude that the model outputs coherent labels for the paragraphs
that include some typical terms associated with a negative (“rapes”, “criminality”) or
positive (“solidarity”, “respect”, “human rights”) stance on the topic, or the paragraphs
that include a specific lexicon used by some members of the Flashback audience (e.g., “luck
seekers”, “immigrants” [“lycksökare” and “blattar” in Swedish]). When it comes to the
cases where labels become confused, some texts do indeed have ambiguous meanings,
which makes it challenging to classify those texts. In other cases, shorter texts seem to be
more likely to be classified as non-negative. Finally, one more case is when misclassification
of some documents as negative might be associated with the presence of some typical terms
associated with a negative stance to the topic (i.e., “homophobia”, “poverty”, “genetics”,
etc.), despite the non-negative stance of the respective document’s author.

It should also be mentioned that other limitations to the final model quality arise
from the potential errors that can occur in the process of manual document labeling, text
meaning ambiguities, and subsequent inconsistencies in evaluators’ labels [83,96]. Another
constraint that might affect the quality of the final classification is the size of the documents,
since longer documents could potentially confuse the final labeling, even in cases where the
majority of sentence labels were classified correctly. These observations might be used in
future work to mitigate the drawbacks of the final model. For instance, the predicted label
for a paragraph or a document/post could take the results of classification into account
at the same and underlying hierarchical levels into account (e.g., a paragraph could be
classified as a single input to the model, but also as a collection of sentences, and the
predicted labels could all be considered).

5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the limitations and concerns related to this work. The main
issue in relation to our classification task has been data imbalance and sparsity, which
seemed to have the highest effect on the models’ performance. Reducing the number of
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classes has led to a significant improvement of the results in this work, which is in line with
previous research that has suggested that two-class classification problems tend to produce
significantly better results compared to three-class problems for sentiment analysis [55] and
hate speech detection [15] tasks. However, this solution might require training additional
classifiers or filtering the input data by topic, depending on the application. Another
way to compensate for class imbalance has been to augment the dataset with additional
paragraph-level annotations. If available, this also appears to be an effective strategy in
cases where human resources for labeling data are limited, as it requires minimal additional
work while helping to fill in the observations in the minority classes.

Moreover, in line with earlier findings, SVM turned out to be one of the best performing
algorithms for our task [46]. The MLP algorithm has also shown very good results in the
second and fourth groups of experiments (see Tables 1 and 4). However, contrary to our
expectations and existing evidence [48], none of the neural network models with more
advanced architectures has been able to beat the results of the SVM algorithm, achieving the
same performance at best in the third group of experiments (see Table 3). Although neural
networks have been shown to be able to provide extremely high results in sentiment
classification (e.g., see the work by Karakus et al. [40]), their application to real-world data
demonstrates that classic machine learning still represents a competitive approach that
can actually outperform these (more advanced) models in certain tasks, especially with
limited training resources. The fine-tuned Sentence-BERT model has allowed us to reach
some of the top results, but, as discussed in Section 4.3, this can also come at the cost of
considerable time and effort required compared to the scenario of using more traditional
classification algorithms with the features computed by the more modern models.

On top of this, we notice that we were unable to achieve accuracy (and several other
metrics) higher than 76% in the test data even with the help of neural networks. Previous
attempts to apply more traditional ML or modern DL-based approaches to corpora in
various languages, such as Swedish [79], German [60], or even English [50], have also
been consistent with this result. Therefore, it seems that the precisions between 70% and
80% seem to serve as a rather common threshold for given types of task irrespective of
the methodology used, providing evidence of the limits of machine learning capabilities.
This observation also confirms the earlier statement that the nature of the data, rather
than the classification algorithm used, plays a key role in the classification results [55],
at least in practical domain application scenarios. Although recent very large language
models have shown very high results for sentiment classification, at least for texts in
English, the availability and application of these models may also pose certain challenges,
as mentioned previously [52–54].

Therefore, in the social science domain, classic machine learning or deep learning
approaches still need to compete with more conventional methods, such as qualitative
analysis (close reading) of a smaller subset of documents, which represents a challenge for
the integration of computational methods into social sciences. Thus, considering the fact
that social sciences frequently deal with complex and ambiguous real-world data (rather
than benchmark datasets used to build many of the deep learning models achieving very
high accuracy), more simple classification approaches seem to be the way to go in many
cases when automated classification of novel text corpora is needed (although there is still
the issue of transforming the texts into a representation suitable for classification).

We also note that one of the key limitations of the use of DL approaches is that they
require larger training datasets, which is not always possible when dealing with novel real-
world corpora (such as data from a specific platform), since labeling in most cases needs to
be performed from scratch. However, various transfer learning strategies [34] could be a
potential solution in some scenarios. Another concern relates to the additional knowledge
and methodological skills required for social scientists to build a model with a neural
network architecture. In contrast to deep learning, classic approaches require less time to
grasp the key ideas and principles behind their work, which is important given that far
from all social scientists possess advanced skills in statistics and programming. However,
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given the fast-paced development of deep learning methods, it is reasonable to suggest that
more user-friendly GUI-based tools for deep learning would be introduced, which would
make them more accessible to this group of researchers. For instance, the computational lin-
guistics community dealing with NLP and other text mining tasks has recently considered
tools for the development and testing of models for various NLP tasks [97], and even more
advanced interactive approaches that rely on the body of knowledge in (text) visualization
and visual (text) analytics are possible [98–102]. Additionally, the modern pre-trained
language models provide useful and convenient pipelines for obtaining vectorized data
representations that can be used as inputs for the classic classification algorithms (or other
downstream applications), as demonstrated by most of our experiments and results.

Despite the above-mentioned, the final model accuracy or other classification per-
formance metric [95] is not the only important factor when it comes to the application
of ML or DL in the social science domain. Since social sciences pay great attention to
the interpretation and explanation of the phenomena they study, the model interpretabil-
ity [103,104] may be a more important factor than accuracy [105,106]. However, since
neural networks function as black boxes, a preference could be given to other, sometimes
less sophisticated approaches that could explain label assignment, although they could
provide lower precision [105]. Although testing such approaches specifically with a focus
on interpretability or explainability was not a task for this work, future research could also
test the application of these approaches to our dataset and compare the performance of
“black box” and interpretable models in the social sciences. Furthermore, the application of
interactive visual interfaces for constructing and investigating models and their results also
provides further opportunities, as mentioned above.

Further application of our proposed methodology for stance classification on Flash-
back may provide several important insights to social research of right-wing online activism
in the Swedish context. For instance, Åkerlund reports that influential right-wing Swedish
Twitter users tend to use surprisingly more neutral rather than negative language (po-
tentially, as a consciously chosen discourse strategy), based on analyses of metadata and
sentiment in tweets with VADER [3]. Similarly, cross-platform analysis of sentiments using
a lexicon-based approach demonstrates that the tonality of messages depends on the partic-
ular frames of the immigration issue used in them [6]. However, while both works deploy
unsupervised sentiment analytic tools, and given a limited number of studies available
on sentiments and stances of users on Swedish radical right resources, the application of
the models proposed in this work to Swedish forum data with similar considerations in
mind is an opportunity for future work and can be successfully combined with other meth-
ods, such as topic modeling, network analysis, or qualitative analysis of the social media
discourse on right-wing platforms. Before conclusions about the underlying phenomena
are drawn based on particular data and model, we should note, though, that potential
biases (texts collected from a particular source and time range), data quality (less than
perfect annotator agreement, which could be expected for such complex and controversial
discussion topics), and ML/DL training process deficiencies (lack of global optimal solution
guarantees) present potential threats to the validity of this and similar studies, and, thus,
further research efforts are welcome.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have demonstrated the application of machine learning approaches
to Swedish social media data and evaluated their effectiveness on the stance classifica-
tion task based on a sparse and unbalanced manually annotated dataset, with the final
SVM model (using Swedish Sentence-BERT text embeddings as input features) and the
fine-tuned Swedish Sentence-BERT model achieving F1 macro of 0.76 on the test data for
a two-class classification problem (negative/non-negative stance for immigration discus-
sions). Despite promising results so far, we see possibilities to extend our analysis, such as,
for instance, to involve further feature computation approaches and pre-trained models,
such as pre-trained word vectors from fastText [107], which were applied for named en-
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tity recognition tasks in Swedish by Adewumi et al. [108]. As mentioned above, another
way to extend the analysis could be to test further applicability of “black box” versus
interpretable machine learning approaches [105,106] and to compare their performance on
the tasks relevant for social science research. Extension of the training dataset (including
inter-annotator agreement checks), replication of our approach with different datasets (pri-
marily in Swedish), analysis of particular classification errors with respect to labeled data
and human judgment [96,109], and application of our approach for related tasks such as
detection of hate speech [16,94] and other types of abusive language [18] are also interesting
and important research opportunities. In addition to purely computational approaches, we
plan to integrate our models with visual analytic approaches, which have been proposed
for various analyses of text, sentiment, and social media [98–101], including the machine
learning explainability, interpretability, and trustworthiness concerns in particular [102].

Finally, we aim to put our model to use with regard to previously unseen data from
the same forum to classify forum users’ stances. The predicted results will be used further
for the analysis of communication patterns on this online platform [6]. Given the growing
interest of social scientists in right-wing activism and the use of online media by radical
groups, as well as the development of the field of computational social science, our work
could be relevant for professionals in political science, sociology, and media studies working
with social media data in Sweden and other countries.
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